
PHYSICAL DISTANCE 
* 'Keyboard island' for each family in class.  

*Hybrid classes: each week we  will alternate

between in-studio / zoom. No more than 3 families

at a time. (2 preferred) to maintain proper social

distancing. 

*Zoom exclusively for those who want it.

*Families bring own writing/colouring supplies. 
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CLEAN AND SANITIZE2
*Products will be available for each 'Keyboard

island.' 

*Parents will assist by cleaning their 'Keyboard

island' at the end of class.

*Parents will accompany their child to the

bathroom and sanitize touched surfaces after use.

*Emma will sanitize high touch surfaces.

*any garbage you generate please take out with

you.

*Parents asked to assist with COVID fee $10/family

MASKS WORN
ENTERING/EXITING
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Masks will be required for entering/exiting the

studio, and when heading to the washroom.

You are welcome to wear it during class as well.  

WASH HANDS 4

SINGING5
We will get creative here and find good ways to

learn songs while following current

practices/research.  We will employ other means to

learn songs in class for you to sing at home.  

ONLINE LEARNING6
Snow days, sick days, vacation days.  I intend to

record all classes in Zoom, and upload to My Music

Staff online resources so you can access them later.

If you do not wish to come to class you can use

Zoom. Also, hybrid in-class/online learning is being

used, so Zoom will be up every week for the

foreseeable future.

QUEST IONS ?  

CONTACT  EMMA  902 - 802 - 8024 / EMA I L :  EMMASONL I F E @ YAHOO . CA

AGREE/HEALTH AWARE7

SKEETE STUDIO
COVID PLAN 

A return to safe and fun in-person

music learning for 2020-2021

All students are asked to wash their hands upon

arrival with soap/water or with hand

sanitizer. Parents are asked to be aware of any face

touching/hands in mouth/nose picking and to

guide their child to wash accordingly. 

*Sign a waiver recognizing risks involved with

group lessons & agree to keep public health

protocols, also sign a photo/video release.  

*if at any point you present with symptoms/have a

close contact/have traveled outside the Atlantic

bubble, please leave/stay home. 


